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While our SuitUp competitions have been postponed for the next few
weeks, we want to ensure that all students continue to “SuitUp”—even
while at home. The following activities will support students as they
strive to be the next generation of future CEOs!

Activity: What Makes a Good CEO?
Objectives:

SWBAT define CEO
SWBAT describe the key characteristics of a good CEO
SWBAT write a paragraph about a current CEO and what attributes make
them successful

What does CEO stand for? ________________________________________________
Directions: Using resources online, fill out the following chart that describes the key
duties of a CEO, qualities that make a strong CEO, and characteristics that make a
weak CEO.
What Does a CEO Do?

What Are Some Characteristics or
Qualities That Make a Good CEO?

What are Some Characteristics of a “Bad” or “Weak” CEO?

Directions: Choose 1 of 3 CEOs listed below (or select another of your choosing) and
write a 4-6 sentence paragraph that describes what characteristics make them
successful.
Mark Zuckerberg
CEO of Facebook

Michele Buck
CEO of The Hershey Company

Oprah Winfrey
CEO of Oprah Winfrey Network
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Activity: How to Be a Professional
Objectives:

SWBAT describe characteristics of a professional
SWBAT set 3-5 goals for how to be more professional in school, at a job, or
even at home!

Directions: When you hear the word professional, what are 5-10 words that come to
mind? Write them in the box below.

Directions: What are some things that people do that are “unprofessional”? List them
here.

Directions: Now list 5-10 professionals that you see in your everyday life.

Directions: Finally, set 2-3 goals for how you can be more professional in your everyday
life. This can be for school, for at home, for a job you want to apply for, etc.
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Activity: Understanding Profit Margin
SWBAT define profit margin
SWBAT create a profit margin for a product of their choosing

Objectives:

Profit Margin is the difference between the cost of buying or making something and the
price at which it is sold.
To calculate profit margin, you subtract what you are charging (the price) from your
costs (expenses like materials, labor, advertising) and then divide by your price.
Example: I am selling Nike shoes for $150. They cost $45 to make.
$150–$45
--------------- = 70%
$150
The profit margin is 70%.

Task: Create a new product for Nike and calculate the profit margin for your new
product.

Product
(picture or
description)

What Will You
Sell It For?
What Will It
Cost to Make?
What Is the
Profit Margin?
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Activity: It’s Not Just About a Good Product, It’s About the
Pitch Too!
Objectives:

SWBAT describe what a good business pitch looks like, sounds like, feels like,
etc.
SWBAT create a 2-3 minute pitch to sell a product

Directions: Many times, professionals think that having a good product is all they need
to be successful. Unfortunately, in today’s world, that’s not enough. You have to be able
to sell your product to an audience (like an investor or even on camera to an audience).
The TV show, Shark Tank shows great examples of business pitches to a group of
investors. Watch the following two clips and take notes of what make them great…and
not so great.
What Made Them Great…Or Not So Great?
Good Examples of
Business Pitches
https://inventionland.co
m/storytelling/mostsuccessful-shark-tankpitches/
Weak Examples of
Business Pitches
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=mkJKjdbIu
Rg

Follow Up Activity
Directions: Now take a look at the objects in your room. Choose something to “sell” to
an audience in 2 minutes or less. Use the tips and tricks you picked up from the videos
above. Feel free to jot notes or a script below.
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Activity: The Art of Marketing
Objectives:

SWBAT define marketing
SWBAT creating a marketing strategy for a product of their choosing

Marketing is the action or business of promoting and selling a product. Some examples
of how marketing companies or marketing professionals “market” a product include
using:
In-Person Experiences: an in-store experience, an installation, a way for people to interact with
the product before purchasing
Digital Media Strategy: Some ideas may include a hashtag, an app, a feature for existing
platforms, a viral video strategy, or anything that has a digital interface.
Entertainment: Some ideas may include a celebrity endorsement, a commercial, or anything that
would require a celebrity partnership.

Coca Cola Example: While running this
campaign, Coke personalized each bottle with a
common name, depending on the country.

Why Was This a Great Marketing
Campaign for Coke?

Follow Up Activity
Directions: Create a new product for a brand of your choosing (Nike, Adidas, Beats by
Dre, Vitamin Water, etc.) Then create either an in-person experience, digital media
strategy, or entertainment component to market to the new product. Write your notes or
ideas below.
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